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I. Introduction 
Nonlinear stochastic differential systems are usually modelled by using the theory 
of stochastic differential equations as developed by It6 [13]. There is a rich theory 
of nonlinear estimation, likelihood ratio and stochastic ontrol based on this theory 
[9, 14]. The resulting equations hold, as is expected in probability theory, ahnost 
surely in the space of continuous functions. This causes a serious difficulty when 
one handles real data. The reason is that, in this approach, the data is modelled in the 
'integral form' and is nowhere differentiable because of the pathological sample-path 
property of a Brownian motion. In practice, however, the data is always absolutely 
continuous and, in Wiener space, the set of absolutely continuous functions has 
measure zero! Thus, results obtained by this approach are not directly applicable to 
real data. 
One way to circumvent his difficulty, which is originally due to Balakrishnan 
[4], is to try to model the observation process directly with a whitenoise input. 
Although modeling white noise directly is intuitively appealing, it brings a host of 
mathematical complications. This is because, in this theory, one has to work with 
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finitely additive measures on an appropriate Hilbert space and these measures cannot 
be extended to be countably additive on that space. Kallianpur and Karandikar [15] 
developed a comprehensive theory of nonlinear estimation in this framework. The 
remarkable advantage of this theory is that, once the mathematical difficulties are 
resolved, the results obtained are always in the form where real data can be directly 
used. In technical terms we say that the results are always in the robust form. 
Until recently one drawback of this finitely additive white noise theory was that 
the state process had to be modelled as the solution of an It6 stochastic differential 
equation, while the observation process was modelled irectly with an additive white 
noise tenn. Recent works on stochastic differential equations with a 'finitely additive' 
white noise as the input helps one in avoiding this asymmetry for some cases. 
The first difficulty one encounters i to show that the solution of such a stochastic 
differential equation is a Markov process. Once this issue is successfully resolved, 
a host of new results are obtained. This will be the subject matter of this paper. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present, in short, the 
necessary mathematical preliminaries. In Section 3, we discuss the Markov property 
mentioned above and give the robust solution of the nonlinear estimation problem 
with correlated state and observation noises. In Section 4, we study Radon-Nikodym 
derivatives of finitely additive measures induced by nonlinear transformations. This 
is the white noise analog of the celebrated work of Cameron and Martin [7] on 
nonlinear transformation of the Wiener measure. We use this result to obtain the 
Wong-Zakai correction term [24]. In Section 5 we obtain a representation for nonlin- 
ear filter maps and point out its connection with finite-dimensional filters. In Section 
6, we mention some open problems and present some conclusions. 
2. Mathematical Preliminaries 
We work throughout with the separable Hilbert space H = Lz([0, T]; Nn) as the 
sample space. We denote the inner product in H by [.,.] and norm by II. II. Let 
79 be the set of all orthogonal projections on H with finite-dimensional r nge. We 
introduce a partial ordering on 79 by defining P1 ~< P2 if (Range P1) ___ (Range P2), 
for P1, Pz E 7 9. 
For P E 79, let 
Cp = {P- 'B IB  Borel in (Range P)} 
and define 
C= UCp. 
pET ~ 
Sets in C are called cylinder sets in H. Each Cp for fixed P E ~P, is a o'-algebra, but 
C is only an algebra. 
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A cylinder measure A on H is a finitely additive measure on (H, C) such that for 
all P E 7 9, the restriction Ap of A to Cp is countably additive. If A(H) = 1, we 
say that A is a cylinder probability. The canonical Gauss measure in on (H, C) is a 
cylinder probability on H such that, for all h E H, 
f.exp (ith, h,i)dln(hl)= exp {-  89 O) 
When we do not specifically mention the cylinder probability, we mean it to be the 
canonical Gauss measure in. 
Let B denote the Borel o'-algebra of H; it is the smallest u-algebra containing C. 
Since in cannot be extended to be countably additive on B, most results of measure 
theory cannot be directly used when we work with in. For example, let f: H ~ i~ 
be a Borel measurable map. This does not qualify f to be a random variable, since 
the inverse images f -x (~) ,  ~ any Borel set in R, are not necessarily in C and 
probabilities can not be assigned to these 'events'. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function f:  H ~ R belongs to s if f is Borel 
measurable and the net {fp ] P E 79} of functions defined by 
fp(h) = f(Ph) (2) 
is Cauchy in A-measure. Elements of L(H, C, A) will be called A-random variables 
when A is a cylinder probability. We call in-random variables simply random vari- 
ables. It is easy to extend the definition to the case when f: H ~ Ii~", or what 
will often be used in the sequel, when f: H ---, H t with H t also a separable Hilbert 
space. We denote the corresponding classes of A-random variables by s C, A; It~ '~) 
or E(H, C, A; H~), respectively. It is also straightforward to define /~(H, C, A; S), 
where S is a separable metric space. 
For f E L(H, C, A; H'), it can be shown that the net of measures {A o fp1, p E 79) 
converges to a countably additive measure on H ~. The limit is called the measure 
induced by f under A, and is denoted by A o f -1 .  By the class s of 
integrable random variables we mean the elements f E E(H, C, A) for which 
L d(A o < f -1) (z)  oo. 
For f E EI(H,C,A), we define 
fH f din ~ L z d(Ao f - l ) (z ) .  (3) 
For actual calculations of probabilities of events in engineering application, one 
must restrict attention to a subclass of E(H, C, A). From now on A will denote a 
cylinder probability, unless mentioned otherwise. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let f: H ~ H'  be Borel measurable and {Pn) be a sequence 
of monotonically increasing finite-dimensional projections on H converging strongly 
to the identity, which we denote by Pn T I. We say that f E L(H, C, ),; H')  if the 
sequence {fp~} is Cauchy in A-measure and 
= li'-n~176 exp { [fv,(h), h'] } dA(h) (4) C(h') 
is independent of the sequence {Pn} chosen. It can be shown that Z~(H, C, ,~; H ~) 
is a subclass of s C, )~; H~). Elements of/~(H, C, ~; H ~) will be called H~-valued 
h-physical random variables. When the cylinder probability is #, we refer to this 
class as H~-valued physical random variables; or, p.r.v.'s for short. If H'  = ]~, we 
denote the corresponding class of ,~-p.r.v.'s by ~(H, C, )0. 
For subsequent use we need the following: 
DEFINITION 2.3. Suppose that, in Definition 2.2, {fp~} is actually Lz-Cauchy 
in )~-measure. We denote this subclass of s C, ,~; H:) by ~fi(H, C, ~; H'). When 
H ~ = I~, we denote this subclass for short by ~2(,~). We now introduce a Gaussian 
white noise in our framework. 
DEFINITION 2.4. The identity map I: (H, C,#) ---* (H,C) is called a Gaussian 
white noise, or simply, a white noise. 
One major difficulty of the 'finitely additive' white noise theory is that there is no 
complete characterization yet of a p.r.v. A useful sufficient condition for a mapping 
f: H ---* H ~ to be a p.r.v, is given below. For this, we introduce some definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A function f: H ---* H ~ is said to be continuous with respect o 
the S-topology at x E H, or simply, S-continuous at z, if for any e > 0 there exists 
a Hilbert-Schmidt operator Le(z): H ---* H such that 
Y)II < IIs( )- S(u)II < 
If the above result holds for :c, y E U C H with L, (x) independent of z, S is then said 
to be uniformly S-continuous on U. If U = H, we simply say that f is uniformly 
S-continuous. 
A sufficient condition for functions to define p.r.v.'s is guaranteed by a weaker 
notion, called uniform S-continuity around the origin, which we introduce next. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A function f: H ---* H'  is said to be uniformly S-continuous 
around the origin (u.s.c.a.o.i f S is uniformly S-continuous on sets 
u,, = {x c H I IIL.~II ~< 1}, 
where {Ln}~ is a sequence of Hilbert-Schmidt operators uch that 
oo 
IIL.IIHs. ,0  as n ---, cc and U Un = H. 
n----1 
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A map uniformly S-continuous i obviously u.s.c.a.o, as may be seen by defining 
1 Ln = ~L. A sufficient condition for a map to be a p.r.v, is given by (see [11]): 
PROPOSITION 2.7. A sufficient condition for a function f: H ~ H' to be a p.r.v. 
is that it be u.s.c.a.o. 
Recently, an important characterization f maps which are u.s.c.a.o, has been given 
by de Santis et al. [22]. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. A function f: H ~ H ~ is u.s.c.a.o, if and only if there exists 
a Hilbert-Schmidt operator L: H ~ H and a continuous function g: H ---. H' such 
that 
f=goL .  
We conclude this discussion of p.r.v. "s by giving some examples [4]. 
EXAMPLES. 
(1) Let L: H ~ H ~ be linear and bounded. Then L is a p.r.v, if and only if L is 
Hilbert-Schmidt. 
(2) f :  H ~ ~ is defined by f(h) = [Lh, h], where L: H ~ H is linear and 
bounded. Then f is a p.r.v, if and only if (L + L ' )  is a trace-class operator. 
In Section 4, we give generalization of Example 2 above yielding a much larger 
class of nonlinear p.r.v.'s. From Example 1 above and Definition 2.4, we conclude 
that a white noise is never a p.r.v. From Example 2, we also conclude that f:  H --* 
defined by f (h) = Ilhll 2 is also not a p.r.v. Although a white noise is never a p.r.v. 
it is a weak physical random variable, which we introduce next. 
DEFINITION 2.9. A function f:  H ~ H ~ is called a A-weak random variable if, 
for all h ~ E H', the function fh,: H ---* ~ defined by fh,(h) = [f(h),h']', with [., .]' 
the inner product in H ~, is a A-random variable. The definition of A-physical weak 
random variable is similar. 
The next difficulty one encounters in this 'finitely additive' white noise theory is 
a suitable definition of conditional expectation which plays the central role in signal 
estimation. This is particularly so because of no natural role of ~r-algebras in our set- 
up. To define conditional expectation properly, we first introduce the useful notion 
of a representation f a cylinder probability and the corresponding lifting into the 
representation space. In fact, this is how Gross [12] defined a weak distribution and 
showed that it is equivalent to a cylinder probability (or, more generally, a cylinder 
measure). A representation (L, I70) of the cylinder probability A is a mapping L from 
H into the class of all random variables on some countably additive probability space 
(g2o, .,40, Flo) such that 
L(oqh 1 + 012h2) -- cqL(hl) q- ol2L(h2) (FIo-a.s.) 
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and 
A(hl[h, hx ] ~< x) = n0(L(hl) ~< z) 
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for all x E ~. 
DEFINITION 2.10. A function f:  H ~ H J is said to be a cylinder (tame) function 
if f can he expressed as 
f(h) = fo([h, el],..., [h, r ) 
for ex . . . . .  en E H and fo: ~n .... H ~. If (L, 17o) is a representation f a cylinder 
probability A, then for any such f we define 
R~( / )  -~ fo(L(e l ) , . . . ,  L(e,~)). (5) 
Suppose now that f 9 E(H,C,A;H'). Then the net {Rx(fp) [ P 9 P) , fp a 
cylinder function as defined in (2), can be shown to converge in probability. The 
limit is called the A-lifting of f and is denoted by Rx(f). It can be proved that 
A o f -  1 _ no o [R;,(f)] - 1 
and, as a consequence, for f 9 s C, A), 
/ l . l f  dA = L R;~(f)dFIo. (6) 
We are now in a position to introduce the notion of conditional expectation. Let 
r H ---* H ~ be a A-weak random variable and (L, 170) be a representation f the 
cylinder probability A. Define U on H ~ by 
L'(h J) ~- R~, ([r h']' ) . (7) 
Then for any cylinder set C ~ 9 C of the form 
C'= {k' 9 H' l (lkJ, hd',...,tk',h,.l '1 9 B), 
hi . . . . .  h~ 9 H ~ and B a Borel set in II~ r, define 
AJ(C ') = rlo((U(h~), ...,L'(h,)) 9 B). 
A ~ thus defined is a cylinder probability on (H ~,C J) and is denoted by A o r 
Furthermore, (U, I7o) is a representation f A o r and is called the representation 
induced by r Let Rx, be the corresponding lifting of A ~ and define 
L/(r = L/(H, C, A; r ~ {g 9 s C', A J) I Rx,(g) = R),(g o r (8) 
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If g E H(r it can be shown that 
A'og -1 = Ao(gor  -1. 
We need to introduce the class U(r because it is not yet clear as to whether (8) 
holds for all g E/~(H I, C I, M). 
DEFINITION 2.11. Let r H ---* H ~ be a weak random variable. For f E Z:(H, C, A), 
if there exists g E H(r such that 
fH f lC ' ( r  = fHg(r162 
for all C ~ E C ~, then g is defined to be the conditional expectation of f given r 
denoted by E~,[fl r Details may be found in [15]. 
3. Stochastic Differential Equations with White Noise Inputs 
Let f :  ]~n ___, ~n be a Lipschitz function. For x0 E ~n and h E H, consider the 
following differential equation 
dx,(h) 
dt - f (zt(h))  + rh(h), (9) 
where r 7 defined by rh(h ) = h(t) is a white noise on H. Note that (9) is equivalent 
to 
/0' /0' x,(h) = zo + f(x~(h)) dr + rl,(h) dr. (10) 
Let B = C([0,t];R'~). Then B is a separable Banach space. It can be shown [2] 
that (9) or (10) has a unique solution and, furthermore, 
z tEZ: (H ,C ,#)  and xeL(H ,C ,p ;B) .  
This direct modeling of the state process, without taking recourse to the integrated 
form, is appealing. The question is whether the solution process of (9) is, indeed, 
Markov. Markov process has to be defined properly because of the inability to work 
with ~r-algebras in our set-up. We may resolve this difficulty by introducing 'past' 
and 'future' of the process in an appropriate manner. For this we introduce two 
Hilbert spaces 
H1 = Lz([O,s];X n) and H2 = L2(Is, 
Let us define Qx: H ---+ H 1 and Q2: H ---+ H 2 by 
Ql(h)(t)= h(t), 0~<t~<s; 
Q2(h)(t)= h(t), s <~ t <. T. 
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Intuitively, the mapping Q1 captures the 'past' and Q2 captures the 'future' of the 
process. Both QI and Q2 are weak random variables. In analogy with the usual 
theory, we may define a process {xt, 0 x< t x< T} to be Markov if, for t /> s, 
Eg[xt ] Q1] is a function of xs only. To prove this kind of results, we need a form 
of Fubini theorem whose proof is by no meatts obvious. 
Let us define Q: HI x H2 ~ H by 
f hl(t), t <<. s, Q(hl, hz)(t) hz(t), t > s. 
We have already mentioned that Q1 and Q2, defined above, are weak random vari- 
ables. Then #l = # o Q~-I and #2 =/~ o Q-1 2 are Gauss cylinder probabilities on H1 
and H2, respectively. We now have the following form of Fubini theorem: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f: H ~ I~ belong to/~I(H,C,#) and satisfy f = f~ o 7 for 
some real-valued bounded continuous function f~ on B and 7: H ~ B be defined 
by 
fO 
t 
"/(h)(t) = h(s)ds, h E H. (11) 
Then 
f(h) dp(h) =/ / f (Q(h l ,  h2)) d/~2(h2) dpl(hl). (12) 
Furthermore, if 
/ l (hl)  " f = f(O(hbhe))  d/~z(h2) 
then 
Eu[f  I Ql] = f l  o Qx. 
Proof. See [15, Theorem 3]. [] 
Using Theorem 3.1, we may establish the Markov properly as follows: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let g be a bounded continuous function on 11( '~ and {xt, 0 <~ t <<. T} 
be the solution of (9). Then, for t >1 s, 
E. [g(~,) I Q~] = g~(~,), (13) 
where 
gl(x) = / g(Fst(x, h2)) d#2(h2) 
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with z~ ~= I',~(z, h2) being the unique solution of 
// /' z, = ~+ f (x~)dr+ rl~(h)dr, t )  s. 
ZX A Proof We repeat the proof given in [2]. Let .f(h) = g(~(h)) and f~(Z) = 
g(X~(Z)), where {X,(Z)} is the unique solution of 
/o' x , (z )  = ~o + y (x , (z ) )  d~ + Z(t) 
with Z E B = C([0, T]; II~n). Then f~ is a continuous function and f = f~ o 7, 
with 7 defined by (11). Therefore, by Theorem 3.1, 
Eu[f [ QI] = fl o QI 
exists. We now show that 
11 o Q1 = g l (~) .  
For hi G H1, let ~r(hl), r ~< s, be the solution of 
I" // (~ = ~o + .f(G) dc~ + h 1 (o9 clr 
Then 
Also 
zo(h) = 5(Q~h). 
~,(Q(h~, h:)) = r , ,  (~,(hx), h~). 
Therefore, 
.fl(hl) = / g(F,, (G(hl),hz) dpz(hz) 
Then 
= gl(~,(hl ) ) .  
f l (Q lh )  -" gl (~ , (Q lh ) )  "-- g l  (x,(h)) 
establishing the Markov property (13). [] 
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Once we are able to model the state process directly as the solution of a differential 
equation with a white noise input in a physically meaningful manner, it becomes 
possible to study the nonlinear filtering problem with correlated state and observation 
noises, using the 'finitely additive' white noise approach. We illustrate the main ideas 
by considering only the scalar case of n = 1. Details may be found in [2]. 
We take H = L2([0 , T];I~ 2) and for h E H expressed as h(t) = (ht(t) hz(t)) t, 
define 
rht(h) " = hl(t ) and r/zt(h ) zx = hz(t). 
Suppose that the signal process {zt(h)} is given by 
5:,(h) = f(zt(h))  + o~rht(h) + 6~zt(h), 
xo(h) = Xo, 
(14) 
where f:  ~ ~ ~ is a bounded Lipschitz function and a > 0, 6 > 0 are real numbers, 
while the observation process {yt(h)} is modelled as 
yt(h) = g(xt(h)) + r/2t(h), (15) 
where g is assumed to be a twice continuously differentiable function on Ii( such that 
g and g~ are bounded. Nonlinear filtering problem consists in obtaining a formula 
for 
a-t(r y) ~= E u [r I Qty], (16) 
where Qt: H ~ H is defined by (Qth)(s) = h(s)lto,tl(S). It is intuitively clear that 
the right-hand side of (16) is the 'white noise' analog of the expression E[r I 
ys; 0 ~< s ~< t] calculated in the usual set-up. To calculate rt(r y) as defined by (16) 
we introduce a new process {z,(h)} by 
~'t(h) = z t (h ) -  5yt(h), 
zo(h) = xo. 
(17) 
Then 
z,(h) = (ol(h), y(h)), 
where, for hi, h2 E L2([0, T]; ~), vt - vt(hl, h2) is the unique solution of 
(18) 
0 t 
+ oe hi(s) ds 
(19) 
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with 
g2(8 ) A h2(T) dT. 
Let/5 be the canonical Gauss measure on L2([O, T]; ]g). For h2 E L2([0, T]; g), define 
o',(r h2) = fLE([0,TI;E)r h2) + d)h2(t)) 
x exp ( fotg(v,(hl, h2)+ 6h2(s))hz(s)ds- (20) 
_ ! f t  g2)(vs(hl, h2) ~2(s) ) ~ 2 J0 (c~g' + + dsf  d#(h,). 
Then the robust nonlinear filtering formula for correlated signal and noise processes 
is given by 
E~, [r I Q,y] = a,(r y) eq(1, y)" (21) 
For a proof of this result see Theorem 5 of [2]. 
4. Radon-Nikodym Theorem of Induced Finitely Additive Measures 
We begin with some definitions. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A cylinder probability v is said to be absolutely continuous with 
respect o another cylinder probability A if, for any ~ > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such 
that for any cylinder set C E C, A(C) </~ =~ v(C) < ~. 
Note that this does not imply the existence of the Radon-Nikodym derivative as 
in the countably additive framework. The following definition gives a natural way 
of introducing Radon-Nikodym derivatives for finitely additive measures. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Suppose that v and A are cylinder probabilities on (H, C) and v 
is absolutely continuous with respect o A. We say that f is the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of v with respect to A if f is a A-p.r.v. and, for any sequence of projections 
Pn E 79 increasing strongly to the identity, 
= l im fc f(Pr, h) dA(h) (22) lJ(C) 
uniformly in C E C and is written as 
dv f(h)=-d--~(h) (23) 
for h E H. 
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The next two theorems deal with the existence of Radon-Nikodym derivatives in 
the context of cylinder probabilities. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let u and A be two cylinder probabilities on H and let u be 
absolutely continuous with respect to A. Then there exists a sequence {6n} of 
cylinder functions with 
Hl r  dA(h) < 
such that 
v(C) = lim f r 
t~--* OO 3c 
uniformly in C E C. 
Proof The proofs of this and the following theorem are based on a method used 
by Fefferman [10]. See [1] for details. [] 
THEOREM 4.4. Let {P,,} be an increasing sequence of projections in 7 ) converging 
strongly to the identity. Let v and A be as in Theorem 4.3 and define vn = vlcv, 
and An = A[ev,. Suppose there exists a function f(.) such that 
dvn P h f (P, ,h)= -d-~ ( ,, ). 
Then 
t 
/ / (C )  = lira I f(Pnh)dA(h) 
~---* O0 dc 
uniformly in C E C. 
Proof See [ 1 ]. [] 
We want to determine in this section Radon-Nikodym derivatives of finitely addi- 
tive measures induced by nonlinear transformations on H with respect o the canon- 
ical Gauss measure p. We want to use Theorem 4.4 for this purpose. From Deft- 
nition 4.2 we see that it is then necessary to have a characterization for f to be a 
p.r.v. As mentioned earlier, no characterization for an arbitrary f to be a p.r.v, is yet 
available. We first give a sufficient condition for a nonlinear mapping f:  H ~ I~ 
defined by f(h) = [M(h), h], h E H, to be a p.r.v., where M: H ~ H is a nonlinear 
map. Fortunately, for studying Radon-Nikodym derivatives of finitely additive mea- 
sures induced by nonlinear transformations, only functions f of the form mentioned 
above are encountered. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let M: H --~ H be a nonlinear mapping which satisfies the fol- 
lowing hypotheses: 
(1) [[M~y]] ~< [lAy[I, z, y E H, where A is a HUbert-Schmidt operator from H 
into H, independent of z, 
(2) Let (M~ + M~) be trace class and sup~ IIM~ + M~N1 < co. 
Then [M(h), h], h E H, is a ~2(#) p.r.v. 
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Outline of proof. We first consider the function f:  H ~ I~ defined by 
1 Tr (Mh+M~)  f(h) = [M(h), h] - 
and show that f is a ~2(,)  p.r.v. The proof is based upon the usual procedure 
of considering finite dimensional approximations and taking limits. At this step 
we make use of a result shown for standard Gauss measures on finite dimensional 
spaces by Ramer [21]. It states that, if f :  Ii( n ---+ JR'* is a Cl-map such that lY(x)l 
and IIf l12 ") with #n the standard Gauss measure oil ~'~ with variance 
parameter 1, then 
2 n f~ ([f(z),x]-Trf.) d# (x)~<f~ (If(x)Iz+Ilf.ll:)d/D(x). 
From our assumptions, we may also prove (see Lemma 3.4 in [3]) that Tr(Mh+M~) 
is a ~z(/~) p.r.v. Combining these two, we get the desired result. Details may be 
found in [3]. [] 
We are now in a position to study Radon-Nikodym derivatives as mentioned 
above. Let M: H -+ H be a nonlinear map satisfying the hypotheses (1) and (2) of 
Theorem 4.5. Let Mh denote the Frrchet derivative of M at h E H and suppose that 
it is defined for all h E H and is Hilbert--Schmidt, Volterra (quasi-nilpotent). Then 
( I -  Mh) -1 exists and by the result in Dunford and Schwartz ([8, p. 1039]), we have 
2 ~< exp - . 
Hence, by using Hadamard's theorem (see Berger [6, p. 222]), it follows that ( I -  
M) -1 = I + K exists. Note also that hypothesis (2) of Theorem 4.5 implies that the 
Frrchet derivative of K, denoted Kh, also satisfies condition (2) of Theorem 4.5 for 
another Hilbert--Schmidt operator B defined by 
B=exp(l+~AIi2)A._ 
This follows from the result (see Balakrishnan [4]): 
Kh = ( I  -- Mz(h)) -1 Mz(h), 
where z(h) = (I - M)-l(h) for all h E H. Furthermore, Mh being Hilbert-Schmidt 
and Volterra, by the mean value theorem, K(h) is uniformly S-continuous with 
fHIIK(h)ll d.(h) < 
We can now state the following theorem: 
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THEOREM 4.6. Let M: H --+ H be a nonlinear map satisfying the hypotheses (1) 
and (2) of Theorem 4.5. Then T ~ ( I -M) -1 :  H --+ H induces a cylinder probability 
I~T on H which is absolutely continuous with respect o iz on H and 
d#T (h) = g(h), (24) 
d/t 
where 
g(h) = exp { [M(h) ,h] -  89 2 - 1 rr(Mh + MD} (25) 
for h E H. Equivalently, for any cylinder set C E C, 
#T(C)= lira / g(Pnh)d#(h) 
n~oo JC 
uniformly in C E C, as P, converges trongly to I. 
Outline of proof. Consider the sequence of finite dimensional maps: 
Sn = ( I -  PnMPn): PnH ' PnH. (26) 
The theorem is proved via the following steps: 
(1) We show that Sg I = T,, exists and 7". = I + P,~NP. with IIP.NJ,.x P.Ytl <<. 
klIAP,,Yll and, denoting the induced cylinder measure of T,~ by #T., we show 
that the corresponding characteristic function converges to the characteristic 
function of PT as Pn converges strongly to I. 
(2) Then using the Jacobian fonnula for finite dimensions we show that 
d#T, (Pnh) = fn(P,h). 
d# 
(3) We then show that fn(Pnh) converges to g(h) in LI(#) and noting that g(h) 
is a p.r.v. (by Theorem 4.5 and part of Lemma 3.4 in [3]), we complete the 
proof via Theorem 4.4. 
Details may be found in [3]. [] 
We now use this result to obtain directly the Wong-Zakai correction term. Let us 
go back to equation (9) in scalar form: 
dxt(h) _ f(xt(h)) + r~t(h), h E H - L2[0, T], (27) 
dt 
with f: N --* N, x0 E N given and 77 is a white noise on H. We make the following 
assumption: 
(A1) f E C 1 and f '  is bounded. 
Then we can state the following theorem: 
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THEOREM 4.7. Under assumption (A1), the process z induces a cylinder probabil- 
ity, denoted by p~ on H, which is absolutely continuous with respect o the canonical 
Gauss measure I* on H and the Radon-Nikodym derivative is given by: 
d#. { 1 l foT f ' ( fo 'h (s )ds )dt} ,  (28) d/~ (h) = exp [f(Lh),h] - 2ll/(Zh)ll 2 - 
where L is a linear Voherra operator from H into H given by 
(Lh)(t) = g(t); 
~0 ~ 
g(t) = h(s) ds. 
Proof. See [3]. [] 
We now study one important coltsequence of the preceding theorem. From Theo- 
rem 4.7 the likelihood functional of the process {~,, 0 ~< t ~< T} is given by 
We compare this expression for the likelihood functional with the corresponding 
result for the usual Wiener process model. The latter formula, obtained by Prohorov 
[20], is given by 
(3o) 
where /~ is the measure induced on C[0,T] by the process {z,, 0 ~< t ~< T) 
satisfying the It6 stochastic differential equation: 
dz, = f(x,) dt + dw,, (31) 
and/~o denotes the Wiener measure on C[0, T]. The second integral in the expo- 
nential expression oil the right hand side of (30) is an It6 stochastic integral. 
It is interesting to compare the two expressions (29) and (30). In the white noise 
formulation, the likelihood functional is the exact limit of the corresponding result 
for band-limited processes, as the band-width increases without bound. On the other 
hand, as Wong and Zakai [24] showed in the late sixties, the limit of integrals for 
band-limited processes converge to the corresponding stochastic integral only when 
corrected by a suitable tenn. In fact, from the result of Wong and Zakai, one obtains: 
/0 [/0 l/0  ] f(x,) dxt = lim f(x,k)z~ dt -  f'(xk,) dt (32) 
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where {z~, 0 ~< t ~< T} satisfies 
= 
dt 
where {n, k, 0 ~< t ~< T} approaches a Gaussian white noise in the limit (see Wong 
and Hajek [23] for details). This explains the difference between the expressions 
(29) and (30). It also highlights the advantage of working with the direct model of 
white noise when one has to handle real data. The process {zt, 0 <<. t <<. T}, which 
is the solution of (31), is only an idealization. The real data that one observes in 
practice cannot be nondifferentiable everywhere, as the model (31) implies. Every 
measurement apparatus acts as a filter on the idealized data {zt, 0 ~< t ~< T}. When 
one has to evaluate the stochastic integral 
o r f(ar~ ) dxt, 
dxt is replaced by ~:t dr, where :et is calculated from real data. In fact, for real data, 
:~ is band-limited, albeit with large band-width. By replacing dxt by ~t dt will give 
us the wrong result and will have to be corrected by the Wong-Zakai correction term 
in our case. In the white noise model this term already appears in the expression 
for the likelihood ratio and no such correction is necessary in this approach when 
handling real data. In technical terms we say that the finitely additive white noise 
theory always gives results in the robust form. 
5. A Representation Result for Nonlinear Filter Maps 
We again consider the nonlinear filtering problem studied in Section 3, but now in the 
more conventional situation when the state and observation oises are uncorrelated. 
Thus, in the scalar case, the signal process {x~(h)} evolves according as 
xt(h) = f(z,(h))  + r/it(h), 
(33) 
xo(h)  = zo ,  
while the observation process {yt(h)} is given by 
yt(h) = zt(h) + r/2t(h). (34) 
Here h E H = Lz([0,T];~2), h(t) = (hi(t) hz(t))' and f: ~ ~ Ii~ is a bounded 
Lipschitz function. Under these conditions, it can be shown (see [4]) that 
E~ z~ dt < c~. 
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Following Kallianpur and Karandikar [15], the conditional expectation E~,[xt ]Qty] 
exists and satisfies the Kallianpur--Striebel formula: 
fR xt(hl)B(t, x, y) dfi(hl) 
Ct(Y) ~ Eu[xt IQtyl = f t lB( t ,x ,y)df t (h l )  (35) 
Here Qt: [i =~ L2([0,T];~) ~ [I is as defined in Section 3,/~ is the canonical Gauss 
measure on [I and 
A exp {f0 r ~lf0' ) B(t, x, y) = x,(hl)y, ds - [x,(hl)[ 2 ds , (36) 
where the integration is performed with y treated as a parameter. The function Ct(') 
is referred to as the nonlinear filter map. We can now prove the following result: 
THEOREM 5.1. The conditional expectation Ct(y) may be written as 
Ct(Y) = ~bt (Ky), (37) 
where (bt maps f i  t zx = Le([0, t]; ItS) into itself and K: [I t --* f i  t is a (linear) Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator. 
Proof. We first prove that Ct(') is uniformly S-continuous around the origin in [it 
(see [17] for details). Then invoking Proposition 2.8 the result follows. 
The property of uniform S-continuity around the origin of the nonlinear filter 
map leads to a simple proof of the approximation of nonlinear filter maps by finite 
'Volterra' polynomials. For the definition of a Volterra polynomial, see [4]. It 
basically follows from a generalization f the classical Weierstrass theorem to Hilbert 
spaces [19]. In fact, we have 
THEOREM 5.2. The function Ct(') may be approximated by a finite Volterra poly- 
nomial on every bounded sphere in [it; that is, on the set Sn = {h E [it [ ilhl I ~ n), 
there exists a Volterra polynomial pN, (Kh) of order N~ such that 
sup [[pN'(gh)- r < c 
hES~ 
with K a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on fli t. 
Proof. See [17]. [] 
We now discuss a far-reaching consequence of Theorem 5.1. In a seminal paper, 
Ben~ [5] in 1981 showed the existence of finite dimensional filters for nonlinear 
filtering problems with the drift term satisfying a certain condition, usually referred 
to as the Ben~s condition. It assumes that the nonlinear drift term f(.) satisfies 
f2(x) + = (38) 
44 
where 
V(X) -- ax 2 + bx + e 
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with a > -1 .  (39) 
THEOREM 5.3. Under Ben~s condition as stated above, the nonlinear fiher is given 
by 
r = r (Ky), 
where r flit ...+ fli t is strongly continuous and K is a Hilbert--Schmidt operator 
related to a linear-Gaussian filtering problem. 
Proof. Let -, /~x be the cylinder measure induced by the process {a:s, 0 ~< s ~< t}, 
satisfying (33), on fli*, with ~t the canonical Gauss measure thereon. Since 
L' xs = So de = (Ld:), 
with the operator L being Hilbert-Schmidt, Volterra, we may rewrite the numerator 
of (35) as 
We know from Theorem 4.7 that 
dp~ 1 - 2 ds} 
drtt (h )=exp{ [f(L~)'~]t-  :11 s(Lh)llt - 2 fo t 
with [., "]t and II" lit denoting the inner product and norm in flit, respectively. There- 
fore, 
fBxi(hl)B(t,  y)dfi(hl) x~ 
= Lh, y)B(t, f(Lh), h) (40) 
1 t ds} d/a* (h). x exp { - : fO f'((Lh).) 
Using the BenSs condition (38)--(39) and substituting in (40), gives us 
f ltzt(hx)B(t, Y) d/5(hi) x,  
e -e i /2  JB = , (L~),et.t(zr,),r,l, B (t, (1 + a)ffZLh, fl) dp t (h), 
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where 
b 
. ,x Y t - -g  
Yt = (1 + a)l/2 
and the condition a > -1 implies that (1 + a) 1/2 is well-defined. Furthermore, by 
Theorem 4.5, [f(Lh), h], is a p.r.v, and f(.) satisfying the Lipschitz and growth 
conditions above implies that 
exp { 
is well defined. Hence we may express (35) as 
Rt(•) (41) 
r  = st(g)' 
where 
fft(Lh)t exp{[f(Lh), h]t}B(t, (1 + a)l/2Lh, z)d/5(h) 
Rt(z) fB B(t, (1 + a)l/2Lh, z) d/5(/0 (42) 
and 
St(z) = f'q exp{[f(Lh), h]t}B(t, (1 + a)l/2Lh, z d/5(h) 
ffI B(t, (1 + a)l/2Lh, z dp(h) (43) 
Both (42) and (43) are in the form of the Kallianpur-Striebel formula. Thus (42) 
may be interpreted as the conditional expectation of the stochastic process ~t(h) = 
(L/0t exp{[f(Lh), hi,} given the observation 
0, =( l+a) l /2 (Lh) ,+h, ,  0~<s~<t, (44) 
with (/,, h) E H. The interpretation f (43) is similar. We can then write the nonlinear 
filter map as 
r  - P) 
st (Ky, P)' 
where rt(Ky, P) corresponds to the expectation under the Gauss measure with mean 
Ky and covariance P = (I - K)(I - K*) of (Lh), exp{[f(Lh), h]t} and, similarly, 
st(Ky, P) the expectation under the same Gauss measure of exp{[f(Lh), h]t}. Here 
K - (1 + a)l/2L* [I + (1 + a)LL*]-1. 
We can interpret K as resulting from a linear Gaussian problem. 
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6. Conc lus ion 
We gave a survey of some very recent results on the direct modelling of white noise 
using finitely additive measures on Hilbert spaces. The emphasis was on developing 
a framework to model the state equation also directly (along with the observation 
equation) with 'finitely additive' white noise driving tenn. The fact that the state 
process thus obtained is a Markov process opens up a lot of new possibilities. One 
of them is the study Of robust nonlinear filtering for correlated state and observation 
processes. The other is calculating the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the derivative 
of the state process with respect to the canonical Gauss measure. This result, in 
turn, leads directly to the Wong-Zakai correction term and a representation result 
for nonlinear filter maps which closely resembles results on finite dimensional filters 
under Ben~s condition. /Mlother important advantage of directly modelling the state 
process is to study the stochastic differential equations atisfying prescribed boundary 
conditions, an area which saw some advances recently [18]. We did not discuss them 
in this paper. It is also possible to study partial differential equations with white noise 
driving terms. We refer to the paper of Leland [16] for recent results in this area 
and the references. 
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